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Executive Summary
Introduction
The City of Holyoke, in partnership with the Massachusetts Clean
Energy Center (MassCEC), undertook a study to identify, assess and
analyze potential reuses of the Mt. Tom Power Plant site. The Mt.
Tom Power Plant shut down its coal-fired operations in 2014 after
over 40 years of power generation on the site.

Mt. Tom Power Plant Site The site sits along the Connecticut River in the northeast part of Holyoke.

This study was intended to build upon and complement work that has
been done by the City of Holyoke. Specifically, this study has been
conducted in conjunction with The Citizens Advisory Group (CAG).
The goals of the study were to:
• Illustrate the challenges and opportunities related to the
redevelopment of the site;
• Provide residents oportunities to weigh in on principles that
should guide its reuse; and
• Provide the community with feasible reuse options to inform
future discussions about development.
The study’s ultimate aim is to help facilitate an informed, productive
discussion between the site owner and the community.

The Study Process
More than 200 people participated in the study's activities over
eight months. The study used a mix of public input, coupled with
expert analysis, in order to design a set of feasible reuse scenarios.
Community outreach activities were held in English and Spanish
and included community meetings, mobile workshops, community
surveys and targeted outreach.
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Executive Summary
Reuse Principles

Site Analysis

Based on community input, the Study Team (listed in the acknowledgments) developed

The Study Team analyzed a variety of environmental, economic, cultural and regulatory
conditions in order to understand the redevelopment potential of the Mt. Tom site.
Additionally, it conducted a “fatal flaw” analysis to determine whether there are any
factors that would explicitly prohibit the potential for new energy options on the site.
These analyses resulted in several critical implications for redevelopment:

a set of reuse principles to guide the development and evaluation of site scenarios.
Those principles are:
• Make it multi-purpose (i.e. have it support more than one use).
• Connect the community to the river.
• Generate new tax revenue.

1.

Closure of existing ash and landfill sites. The Mt. Tom site has 21 ash fill areas, a
“former plant dump”, and the “old Holyoke dump,” that are managed under the
MassDEP solid waste program. While there is a draft closure plan in place it was
never finalized due to rare species state regulatory issues at the site, leaving the
ash fill and solid waste disposal areas open.

2.

Adherence to local and state regulations. There are a variety of local and state
regulations that affect the site including wetlands, floodplains, rare species, and
existing land use. Additionally, uses that would directly impact the Connecticut
River would require state approval.

• Go “green” (e.g. clean energy production, carbon neutral).
• Use existing infrastructure (e.g. rail and electric switchyard).

3. Understanding the challenge of river access. Public access to the river is possible
but would require expensive infrastructure investment because of steep slopes
on the site. Along the site’s river edge, there is approximately a 20-foot drop in
most places between the land and water.
4. Securing greater access to the site. Access to site is currently limited and greater
use of the site would require receiving permission to cross an at-grade rail
crossing. This permission would likely require significant investment in safety
measures, which would need to be borne by the public or a private developer.
5. Clean energy is possible at the site. Both solar photovoltaic and anaerobic
digestion are feasible options for site reuse.

developing reuse principles Reuse principles for the site
were developed through a series of public activities.
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Executive Summary
Reuse Scenarios
The Study Team developed a series of reuse scenarios that illustrate the type and mix of uses that could occur on the Mt. Tom site. The scenarios were developed based on community site reuse
principles and the site analysis. They are not meant to represent an exhaustive list of options, rather, they are intended to illustrate the likely types of reuse and key redevelopment issues.

Scenario 1: Large Solar Array

Scenario 2: Large Solar Array and Public Amenities

Scenario 3: Solar, Anaerobic Digestion, Agriculture
and Public Amenities

Scenario 1 maximizes the potential for solar energy
production on the site (6-11 megawatts or MW). The
placement of the solar arrays takes into account
regulatory setbacks, shading, and topography. Option A
(shown above) assumes the existing buildings would
remain, Option B assumes they would be demolished.

Scenario 2 maximizes the potential for solar energy
production and creates public access through a new trail
and small boat launch. Option A (shown above) assumes
the existing buildings would remain, Option B assumes
they would be demolished.

Scenario 3 includes solar and public amenities and introduces
two new uses - an anaerobic digester (AD) and greenhouse
agriculture. These new uses would be accommodated
by reducing the acreage devoted to solar arrays. Option A
(shown above) assumes the existing buildings would
remain, Option B assumes they would be demolished.

Moving Forward
The study’s aim has been to help facilitate an informed, productive discussion between
the site owner and the community about the reuse of the Mt. Tom power plant site.
It has done that through:

Ultimately, what happens next is up to the site's owner, Engie. Moving forward, continued
dialogue and information exchange with the owner will be essential to developing a
desireable and feasible future use for the Mt. Tom site.

• Analyzing the challenges and opportunities related to the redevelopment of the site;
• Developing design principles that can guide its reuse; and
• Providing the community with a range, but not an exhaustive list, of feasible reuse options.
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Introduction
Holyoke, Massachusetts is facing a challenging situation with the 2014 closure of the Mt. Tom Power Plant. Mt. Tom is among several coal plants being decommissioned in Massachusetts.
Their closures are part of a regional and national trend away from coal-fired power generation. The still-active coal-fired plants were utilized in winter months, when energy demand was high
and natural gas prices increased. However, outdated facility equipment, long start-up times of up to 24 hours, and growing state and federal pressure for energy producers to limit air pollution
and greenhouse gas emissions, along with market forces in the emergence of natural gas, with its lower price and higher efficiency, combined to form the grounds for a phasing-out of coal
from Massachusetts’ energy infrastructure. In light of this trend, the State Legislature charged the
Massachusetts Clean Energy Center (MassCEC) with commissioning a reuse study in order to help
the City understand their options for the transition from a coal-powered generation plant to
alternative uses of the site.

About the Mt. Tom Site

This study was intended to build on work that has been done by the City of Holyoke. Specifically,
this study has been conducted in conjunction with The Citizens Advisory Group (CAG). The CAG
was created by the city in 2011, and charged with the following activities: 1) pursue funding for a
professional reuse study, 2) engage residents of Holyoke in bi-monthly public meetings on
visioning and process, and 3) explore possibilities and propose sustainable alternatives for the site.
The CAG was envisioned to be comprised of at least one resident from each ward chosen by the
City Council in consultation with city leaders and local community action groups.
The City of Holyoke, in partnership with MassCEC, undertook the study of Mt. Tom with the
following goals:
• Illustrate the challenges and opportunities related to the redevelopment of the site;
• Provide residents opportunities to weigh in on principles that should guide its reuse; and
• Provide the community with feasible reuse options to inform future discussions
about development.
Final redevelopment decisions are up to the site’s owner, Engie. MassCEC and the City of Holyoke
have engaged Engie in this effort and the company participated in public meetings. The study’s
ultimate aim is to help facilitate an informed, productive discussion between the site owner and
the community.
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Site Size: 128 acres
Plant opening: 1960
Plant closure: 2014
Employment: 28 employees year of closure (3 Holyoke residents)
Wages: Approximately $3.9 million in wages and benefits year of closure
Taxes: $315,000 year of closure

Community Engagement
Two hundred people participated across the study’s activities over the course of eight months. The Study Team used a variety of ways to engage community members, with all
activities and materials available in English and Spanish:

Community Meetings
The project held 3 public meetings in order to offer faceto-face opportunities for community members to
learn about the project, ask questions and provide input.
Each meeting offered simultaneous Spanish translation.
Meeting 1 (December 3, 2014):
The project kicked off by providing an overview of the
effort, taking participant questions and soliciting ideas
on best ways to engage community members.
Meeting 2 (February 11, 2015):
The Study Team presented an analysis of the site’s current
conditions and gathered input on principles that
should guide the site’s reuse.
Meeting 3 (May 14, 2015):
The Study Team presented reuse scenarios for the site and
collected feedback on the concepts.

conditions and a survey that could be filled out at the
Mobile Workshop station or connected to online through
a QR code on the poster. They were located at City
Hall, the Public Library, Senior Center and Pioneer
Valley Transit Authority Bus Depot.

Website & Email Lists

Online Workshops

Additional Outreach

The Mobile Workshops were complemented with an
online version of the same activity where people could flip
through an online Site Book and take the survey.

Scenario Survey
An online survey was conducted following Community
Meeting 3 to solicit additional feedback on the
proposed scenarios. The survey provided a 30-day
comment period so that people who were unable
to make the meeting could comment further.

Mobile Workshops
Interactive displays were available between Community
Meetings 2 and 3 in order to raise awareness for the
project and solicit additional ideas on principles to guide
the site’s reuse. The bilingual displays included a poster
describing the project, a Site Book describing current site

spreading the word This bilingual
display at the Holyoke Public Library
was one of four located at key
gathering spaces around the city.
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The project shared information through a website that
had over 555 unique views, and an email list that
had 115 subscribers.

Additionally, MassCEC staff had multiple meetings
with facility owners, city officials, local legislators
and other state agencies. The purpose of these
meetings was to check project assumptions, preview
information and gauge scope and programs. MassCEC
also worked with the local press to spread the word
about the effort. The project received 16 news stories.

Community Engagement

community conversations Three
community meetings were held as
part of the project.

Project Timeline
Community Meeting 1

Community Meeting 2

December 2014

February 2015

Mobile & Online
Workshops
March & April 2015
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Community Meeting 3

Scenario Survey

May 2015

May & June 2015

Factors in Site Reuse
Every site has parameters that inform what’s possible for its reuse – we call this the “development box.”
Factors that influence the size of the box include:

Few Limits
Many Options

• Site remediation costs
• Environmental issues including floodplains,
wetlands and rare species habitat

Many Limits
Few Options

• Infrastructure like roads, rail lines, power lines and
pipelines

the development box
What’s possible for reuse of a site
depends on the size of the box.

• Historic assets
• Site layout and configuration
The development box will be shaped by the number of
these factors on a site; the greater number of parameters,
the fewer the site options or the higher the redevelopment
cost.
Once the size of the “development box” for a site is
understood, it’s helpful to think about that site’s reuse along
a redevelopment continuum. Options along the continuum
are going to depend on the potential for higher value
redevelopment (development intensity) and the costs of
site clean-up (remediation requirements).

What’s possible along the continuum will depend on
several factors:
• What the market will support;

A site’s owner takes these factors among others into
consideration in the redevelopment plan for a site. In
the case of Mt. Tom, Engie will weigh these factors as it
develops a reuse plan for the site.

• The site owner’s objectives;
• What the community desires as expressed through its
policies and regulations; and,
• What the broader state and federal regulatory
framework will allow.
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As with any site, it’s entirely possible that no reuse occurs
based on the factors above. For example, the owner
could choose to meet the hazardous and solid waste
requirements for site closure and not pursue any further
redevelopment.

Factors in Site Reuse
SITE REUSE CONTINUUM: The more people intensive
the reuse the higher the remediation cost.

Green Industrial Park

Adaptive Reuse

Remediation Requirements

Conversion
Former coal plant
converting to gas and
mixed use
Salem, MA

Glorius Ruin
Colorfield
Former steel plant now a
wildflower field
Youngstown, OH

Former gas plant now a
public park
Seattle, WA

Development Intensity
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Former coal/gas plant
converting mixed use
Austin, TX

Former landfill
converting to solar and
other industry
Bridgeport, CT

Site Analysis
In order to understand the size of the development box
for the Mt. Tom site, the Study Team assessed a variety of
environmental, cultural and regulatory conditions. Factors
included:
• Hazardous and solid waste
• Wetlands and waterbodies
• Floodplains
• Rare species habitat
• Historic assets
• Topography
• Land use
In addition, the Study Team conducted a “fatal flaw”
analysis to determine whether there are any factors that
would explicitly prohibit the potential for new energy
generation on the site. This analysis looked at the potential
for solar photovoltaic, wind, natural gas and anaerobic
digestion.
The site assessment and fatal flaw analysis relied on
“desktop” resources meaning that conditions were
assessed using available public information about the
site (as opposed to an on-site analysis). The full
analysis is available as an Appendix A in this report. An
on-site analysis would be necessary for specific site reuse
proposals.
The site assessment and fatal flaw analysis identified
several key conditions that have the potential to
significantly impact the site’s reuse. These conditions are
detailed in the pages that follow.
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Site Analysis
Hazardous and Solid Waste Areas
The existence of hazardous materials and solid waste are
two common challenges to the reuse of power plant sites.
The Massachusetts Contingency Plan (MCP) regulates the
clean-up of toxic releases and spills and tracks spills with
Release Tracking Numbers (RTNs). The Mt. Tom Power
Plant had three RTNs issued for various fuel oil releases,
but all three have been closed with Permanent Solutions,
none of which involve an Activity and Use Limitation (AUL,
also known as a deed restriction).
Of the three known releases, only RTN 1-0907 has the
potential for some residual contamination. The postremediation contaminant levels at the release meet the
MCP requirement for No Significant Risk. This means that
there would be limited health and safety concerns during
construction, but if there is excess soil generated following
construction, it might require off-site management through
asphalt-batch recycling or as landfill cover soil.
The Mt. Tom site has 21 ash fill areas, a “former plant
dump”, and the “old Holyoke dump,” that are regulated
under 310 CMR 19, the Massachusetts Solid Waste Facility
Regulations. Massachusetts Department of Environmental
Protection (MassDEP) developed a draft approval for the
closure of these areas, which is dated September 2006.
The draft landfill closure approval was never finalized due
to rare species regulatory issues at the site, leaving the
ash fill and solid waste disposal areas not currently closed.
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Site Analysis
Wetlands and Water Bodies
The site is located along the Connecticut River. Additionally,
there is a perennial stream and associated Bordering
Vegetated Wetlands located on the site.
This map illustrates the designated wetlands and all
buffers associated with the on-site wetlands and river.
(Note that the measurement systems are different for
the buffers; the 200-foot Riverfront Area buffer is
measured from the Mean Annual High River Mark
whereas the other buffers are measured from the
boundaries of the wetlands, which is why the buffer lines
intersect at points in the map).
Any changes within these areas would require approval
from the Holyoke Conservation Commission in accordance
with the MA Wetlands Protection Act and the City of
Holyoke Wetlands Ordinance.
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Site Analysis
Floodplain
A floodplain is an area of land prone to flood events
generally consisting of a flat area with areas of higher
elevation on both sides. The majority of the site is located
in the 100-year floodplain, which means that new uses
must consider the potential for flooding and provide offsets
for flood waters known as “flood storage.”
This map illustrates the flood zones related to the
100-year floodplain. (Note that AE is the zone where the
base flood zone has been established whereas A is where
it has only been modelled.) Work in this area requires
approval from the Holyoke Conservation Commission.
The City’s zoning ordinance also regulates activities in the
floodplain through the Flood Plain Overlay District (FOD).
Also, the Connecticut River is subject to the Massachusetts
Public Waterfront Act (Chapter 91) jurisdiction. Work
proposed in, over, or under the Connecticut River (below
Mean High Water, the limits of Chapter 91 jurisdiction)
will require approval from MassDEP.
Chapter 91 provides for management of development
on specific navigable waterways. General categories of
activities that require MassDEP authorization include
structure removal/demolition, structure alteration,
change in a previously authorized use and new fill or
structures.
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Site Analysis
Rare Species Habitat
Portions of the site are mapped as Estimated and Priority
Habitat for state-listed rare species including the Bald
Eagle, dragonfly species and mussels (in the river).
This map illustrates the protected rare species habitat
area.

Any changes within this area would require

review by the MA Natural Heritage & Endangered Species
Program in line with the MA Endangered Species Act.
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Site Analysis
Topography
There are significant topographical barriers (i.e.
steep slopes along the shoreline) that would make
recreational access to the river challenging and costly
at the Mt. Tom site. The map illustrates 10-foot
contours. The closer the lines, the steeper the slope. Along
the site’s river edge, there is approximately a 20-foot drop
in most places between the land and water.
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Site Analysis
Land Use
The Mt. Tom site is located in a General Industry (GI)
Zoning District. Permitted uses include municipal facilities,
essential services, bulk fuel storage or distribution facilities,
and electric, gas, steam generation or storage plants.
The site also sits in a FOD, which means any new
construction is allowed only by special permit through the
City. Uses in the FOD are limited and include single family
homes, membership clubs, outdoor recreation facilities,
and manufacturing and assembly operations. The City
would need to be consulted to determine how
future energy uses might be permitted with a first step of
discussing this possibility with the City Planning
Department.
An active rail line runs along the western border of the site.
Additional uses will likely require right of way approval from
the railroad company as well as additional safety signaling.
The southern portion of the site had been in
agricultural use as a hay field recently though its use
varied in the past. However, the lease has not been
renewed by Engie.
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Potential Energy Uses
The analysis considered what types of new energy production could occur on the site based on its location and current conditions. Other uses may be possible but were not evaluated.

Solor Photovoltaic

Anaerobic Digestion

Wind Power

Solar photovoltaic (PV) modules (or “panels”) convert
sunlight into electricity when light (photons) strikes
and ionizes semiconductor material on the solar panel,
typically consisting of silicon. Factors that make a site
attractive for a solar project include minimal topographic
change across a site, lack of vegetation or shading, access
to electrical infrastructure, minimal abutters, no sensitive
environmental resources, and appropriate zoning. Solar is
a feasible use on the site because: there is adequate
site area, and it’s possible to use a ballasted system to
manage environmental issues.

Anaerobic digestion (AD) is a biological process during
which microorganisms break down organic material in
the absence of oxygen to produce biogas containing a
high percentage of methane. Important considerations
for siting an AD include the type of feedstock available in
the vicinity of the project, the management of the material
that remains following the digestion process, sufficient
access to haul routes, necessary equipment and room
onsite to allow for easy drop off, storage, and management
of feedstock. AD is feasible on the site because there is
adequate site area and access. Additional study would be
needed to determine the feedstock, project economics and
potential modifications to equipment.

Wind power harnesses the energy of the wind through
the use of turbines. Wind is not a feasible energy use for
this site because there is a lack of wind resources and the
existence of rare species habitat, which could be affected
by the turbines.

Natural Gas
Natural gas plants convert natural gas into electricity.
Natural gas has to be piped in from elsewhere. Since
there is no gas pipeline accessible to the Mt. Tom site the
only option would be to truck in natural gas, which could
only support a “peaking unit” (i.e. it would only run during
periods of high electricity demand).
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Development Implications
The site analysis leads to several significant development implications for reuse of the Mt. Tom site:

• Existing ash and landfill sites need to be closed.
• New uses will have to adhere to local and state
regulations regarding wetlands, floodplains,
rare species, and existing land use.
• Any uses that directly affect the Connecticut River
will require state approval.
• Community access to the river is limited by the
site’s topography.
• Securing at-grade rail crossings for public access
may be costly.
• Some clean energy uses are feasible on the site
including solar photovoltaic and anaerobic
digestion.
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Site Reuse Principles
building principles from community ideas The community had many ideas about how the
site could be reused. The talking points here represent a summary of ideas reported out
by participants at the second Community Meeting, a summary of which can be found in
Appendix F.

Community participants provided many ideas for potential reuse of the Mt. Tom
site. These ideas, in combination with the site analysis, formed the basis for
a set of design principles to frame what scenarios the Study Team developed.

Demonstrating energy options: Multiple use of the facility: solar energy,
river access for boating, a color field for nature. We suggest using existing
infrastructure as much as we can understand about it.

Design principles are an instructive way to help understand and organize a
community’s hopes and concerns for a site’s redevelopment. They can be
signals to a developer about what types of proposals may have greater
support in a community as opposed to trying to dictate a particular use that

We’d like to see green energy that’s truly green (maybe solar farms to tie
into electric switches), agriculture, river access, and recreation. Great to
combine different types of energy so the site can produce 24-hrs.

may or may not be feasible.
The design principles are:

Clean up whatever land is not being used for energy generation so it can be
used for agriculture. Connect to our agricultural tradition.

• Make it multi-purpose (i.e. have it support more than one use).
• Generate new tax revenue.
• Go “green” (e.g. clean energy production, carbon neutral).

It will never be the slam-dunk it was before in terms of jobs and tax revenue.
But can we use the site for innovative technology and partnership with
universities? Maybe workforce training and development? Build a solar field
and train unemployed folks in Holyoke to install solar?

• Connect the community to the river.
• Use existing infrastructure (e.g. rail and electric switchyard).

Solar farm seems like the most economical option because the initial
investment is probably less than other things and since it is in a flood plain
so we have to assume at some point we will get a flood. But we aren’t
talking about major infrastructure. We already have power lines coming in
and out so that’s good. River access would be great. A pathway through
solar farm and green space with the rest of it.

The Study Team was charged with developing two to three scenarios that
reflected the design principles and represented a feasible development plan.
The scenarios needed to realistically address regulatory considerations and
have the potential to be supported by the market.
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Reuse Scenarios
The Study Team developed a series of reuse scenarios that illustrate the type and mix of uses that could occur on the Mt. Tom site. The scenarios were developed based on community site
reuse design principles and the development box detailed through the site analysis including different energy uses, which are explained in the Potential Energy Uses section of this study.
The scenarios are presented as site maps to illustrate how much can fit given the parameters of the site and design characteristics of the uses. Each scenario also includes an estimate of
economic impact including jobs, taxes and municipal services. The economic estimates are conservative; they reflect only new developments and exclude land and any remaining buildings. Each
scenario has two options: A) Existing buildings remain and B) Existing buildings are demolished. Option B was developed as a result of input received from the Scenario Survey conducted
following Community Meeting 3. See Appendix E for a summary of all public comments received and related responses.
The purpose of the scenarios is to test a
variety of feasible ideas for reuse of the
site, which could inform what the site
owner decides to do with the site. They
are not meant as either/or development
options; elements can be mixed and
matched in a redevelopment plan.
Also, the scenarios do not represent an
exhaustive list of reuse options.
The case studies beginning on page
36 illustrate how other sites have
dealt with some of the
redevelopment challenges that exist
on the Mt. Tom site.
site map reorientation
To provide greater detail on the site maps,
the illustrations are reoriented from
North-to-South (shown right) to West-to-East
moving forward (shown on page 21).
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Reuse Scenarios
Key Considerations
The following scenarios do not detail information on site remediation costs or demolition of existing structures. A more in-depth site analysis including additional engineering would be required
to more precisely estimate costs associated with these issues. Additionally, the issue of railroad right of way is a key consideration for the site. There are some general considerations reflected
here to help the community understand these three issues:

Remediation
The issue of remediation is critical in the reuse of any
brownfield site. In Mt. Tom’s case, the open landfills and
ash pits will need to close whether the site sits
dormant or is redeveloped. There are approximately 1.2
acres of solid waste landfill and 36.5 acres of ash landfill
to close. It should be noted that regulations for coal ash
landfills are presently in flux and closure requirements
may change. Based on the current regulations
regarding the caps necessary to close landfills here are
some estimates of the types of expenses per acre:
• Vegetation and grubbing: $20,000
• Hydroseeding: $7,500
• Solid waste landfill cap: $200,000
• Ash landfill cap: $75,000
These estimates do not include costs associated with
additional site grading, fill for grading/shaping, removal
of stumps or other materials, or permitting required for
site preparation for development.
Expenditures in the range of at least $3 million to $8 million
are likely. Depending on the specific requirements and site
reuse the costs could be substantially higher. Remediation
would need to occur prior to any reuse of the site.

There is a draft closure plan in place for the site but
regulations related to closure are currently being updated,
which could affect the type of cap required, and change
the estimated cost of remediation.

The mechanical processing of these materials for on-site
reuse (for example, as fill or roadway material) can present
significant cost savings if redevelopment scenarios can
accommodate these materials.

Site Demolition

Permitting with the MassDEP (through a Beneficial Use
Determination or BUD) would be necessary for reuse of
coated (painted) ABC materials.

The scenarios do not estimate specific demolition
costs for the site. If the owner chose to remove
the buildings a hazardous building materials
investigation would be necessary to help define the
costs associated with demolition of the structures.
There may be significant offsets in demolition costs related
to the salvage value of steel. Scrap steel pricing is very fluid
based on the global demand for steel and the availability of
scrap product.
Given the age and use of the site, various hazardous building
materials would exist, including asbestos, lead paint,
oil/hazardous materials, and potential polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs) in building systems (paints, sealants,
caulking, siding products, etc.).
There may also be opportunities for the reuse of coated
and uncoated asphalt, brick, and concrete (ABC) materials
on-site as part of redevelopment.
20

Railroad Right of Way
The current access to the site is a private access road. If
potential reuse of the Mt. Tom facility involved public
access, the road into the site may become a City of
Holyoke road, and the existing rail crossing may need to
be upgraded for public access or more traffic. If a
proposed reuse concept involved uses that generate a
high number of average daily trips (ADT), i.e., retail,
hotel, residential, etc., a second point of access/ egress
would likely be required at the site. Potential
improvements to the existing crossing could range from
$200,000 to $700,000. A new crossing could cost
over $2 million. Any improvements require approval of
the owner of the rail line.
Massachusetts General Laws, Part I, Title XXII, 160
Railroads governs railroads crossings. Additional
information is provided in Appendix D.

Reuse Scenarios
Site Map Reorientation
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Scenario 1
Large Solar Installation
Reuse Elements

Estimated Impacts

Scenario 1 maximizes the potential for solar energy
production on the site. The placement of the solar takes
into account regulatory setbacks, shading, and topography.
Option A (building remains) allocates 29.5 acres of the site
for solar arrays to be located on the most feasible locations
on the site not including the current area in agricultural
use. Option B (building demolished) allocates 57.2 acres
of the site for solar arrays including arrays on the existing
agricultural use.

Scenario 1 would generate approximately 6 MW in solar
power in Option A and 11 MW in Option B. It would create 1-3
jobs paying $35,000 in average annual salary for total annual
wages and benefits of up to $200,000.
In terms of tax impact, the Study Team assumed that the
City’s existing solar Payment-in-lieu-of-taxes (PILOT)
program would be used to calculate taxes, which results in
$30,000 in annual revenue. With demolition the estimated
PILOT would increase to $60,000. There would be minimal
impact on city services (e.g. police, fire, public works).

22

A Note Regarding Tax Calculations
Property taxes can be calculated in two ways. The standard
approach is to establish an “assessed value” for the property
and then calculate the annual tax liability by applying the
appropriate tax rate (e.g. residential, commercial, industrial).
An alternative approach is for the municipality to agree to a
“payment in lieu of taxes” or PILOT arrangement. Under a
PILOT, the municipality is paid a fixed amount each year. This
approach is sometimes attractive to municipalities and
developers when the property value is initially quite high, but
the value decreases rapidly over time. A PILOT arrangement
allows for more stable tax payments which can benefit both
the municipality and the developer.

solar array
Courtesy of MassCEC

Scenario 1
Option A: Large Solar Installation without Demolition
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Scenario 1
Option B: Large Solar Installation with Demolition
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Scenario 1
Regulatory Considerations
Zoning
The site’s current zoning of General Industry (GI) allows for
a variety of uses including electric plants, manufacturing,
municipal facilities, and agriculture. Additionally, the
City of Holyoke has a Solar Facilities section of its Zoning
Ordinance. It allows for solar facilities on parcels of land
in any district subject to certain conditions, with projects
greater than 250 kilowatt direct current (kw-DC) subject
to Site Plan Review. The Solar Facilities section of the
Ordinance should take precedence over the City’s
Floodplain Overlay District (FOD), which otherwise
applies to the project site and which only allows certain
enumerated uses where allowed in the underlying district.
If the Solar Facility section does not take precedence,
then the project proponent would need to seek a change
to the City’s FOD.

Wetlands
Portions of the solar facility would be in the Bordering
Land Subject to Flooding (BLSF) and likely the 200-foot
Riverfront area therefore an Order of Conditions from the
Holyoke Conservation Commission would be required. To
the extent material is added to this area, compensatory
flood storage would have to be established. A bigger
challenge for BLSF impacts would be the capping of the
landfill areas. All of the cap material would have to be
offset with compensatory flood storage.

Waste
In addition, some of the landfill areas that need to be capped
are within the 200-foot Riverfront area. Complying with the
Riverfront regulations is an involved process, including an
alternatives analysis. To the extent the land within the
Riverfront area is already developed, this process is made
simpler. If undeveloped, land within the Riverfront area
proposed for solar use would require commensurate
restoration of degraded areas. Landfill capping qualifies as a
Limited Project, which means the Conservation Commission
can relax certain required performance standards for these
impacts if it chooses (but not compensatory storage
standards).

Rare Species
Significant portions of the proposed solar array are in Priority
Habitat for Rare Species. Furthermore, some of the landfill
capping areas are also in Priority Habitat, and ordinarily
vegetation removal is necessary to properly cap a landfill.
The Division of Fisheries and Wildlife would have to be
consulted to determine if a Take of a Threatened or
Endangered Species would occur from the project (i.e. if the
species’ habitat was negatively impacted). If so, the project
might need to be altered to lessen the impact, any Take
would require a Conservation and Management Permit from
the Division, and there would need to be mitigation that
produces a net benefit for the impacted species.
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The site contains several ash landfills and one solid waste
landfill that will require closure through MassDEP’s solid
waste regulations before any reuse. Closure of the landfills
will require approval of a Corrective Action Design (CAD).
A CAD for the site has been submitted to MassDEP in the
past but may require modification. Once the landfills are
closed, MassDEP will need to issue a Closure Certificate
to confirm that that landfill closure occurred based on
the design. Closure of the ash landfills may also require
approval from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA).

Scenario 2
Large Solar Installation and Public Amenities
Reuse Elements
Scenario 2 maximizes the potential for solar energy
production and creates public access through a new trail
and small boat launch. The 1.5 mile trail would share
the transmission line right of way and be approximately
8 feet in width. The trail would require a Right of Way to
cross the existing rail line if it were to continue off site,
which requires negotiation with the railroad company.
Additional planning would be required to connect into
existing trail systems.
The boat launch would support small vessels, such as
kayaks. Users would share the parking on site for
other uses.
The placement of the solar arrays is similar to the
first scenario, but there would be slightly less
acreage to accommodate the trail.

Estimated Impacts
Scenario 2 generates the same benefits as the first scenario
in terms of power potential, jobs and taxes. There could
be potential for additional municipal costs associated with
maintaining the trail and boat launch depending on how
they are developed and managed.

public use and solararrays
Photo courtesy of Westmill Solar Cooperative
1 by MrRenewablesWestmill Solar CooperativeBen Cavanna - Own work. Licensed
under CC BY-SA 3.0 via Commonsf
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Scenario 2
Option A: Large Solar Installation and Public Amenities without Demolition
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Scenario 2
Option B: Large Solar Installation and Public Amenities with Demolition
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Scenario 2
Regulatory Considerations
Zoning
Scenario 2 would face the same issues regarding zoning
as in the first scenario. Additionally, the bike trail and boat
ramp (and the driveway to the boat ramp) appear to be
permissible uses in a General Industry District if they are
City owned as they would qualify as “municipal facilities."
Under the Flood Plain Overlay District provisions, the
bike trail and boat ramp would qualify as
permissible “outdoor recreation facilities," although
subject to a special permitting process.

Wetlands
Scenario 2 would face the same issues regarding wetlands
regulation as in the first scenario. In addition, the bike
trail and the boat ramp (and the driveway to the ramp,
presumably with a parking area) would impact
additional state and local wetlands resource areas:
Bank and Land Under Water, as well as the Bank’s 100foot buffer zone. Under state regulations, a ramp that is
no more than 50 feet wide and less than 5,000 square
feet should be permittable under the Bank and Land
Under Water regulations.
The City regulations do not so provide, and it is clear that a
variance from the City’s regulations would be needed from
the Conservation Commission for the boat ramp to be built
in the 50 foot no disturb zone. Any portion of

Site Access for Biking and Hiking
the access road or the bike trail that was to be in this 50
foot no disturb zone would also require a Conservation
Commission variance. Stormwater management standards
would also have to be met.

Rare Species
Scenario 2 would face the same rare species issues as in the
first scenario. Additionally, the boat ramp could potentially
impact aquatic rare species.

Waste
Scenario 2 would face the same waste issues as in the first
scenario.

Additional Boat Ramp Permitting
The boat ramp would require significant additional
permitting. Securing a Chapter 91 License from MassDEP
is an involved process. The Army Corps requirements can
also be exacting, depending on impacts. With Chapter 91
approval from MassDEP and an Army Corps permit, it
should not be difficult to secure a 401 Water Quality
Certification from MassDEP.
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Biking and hiking access will require engagement with
railroad ownership regarding crossing and right of way. A
number of issues such as adequate safety signaling given
the future high speed rail usage of these tracks will need
to be considered.

Scenario 3
Solar, Anaerobic Digestion, Agriculture and Public Amenities
Reuse Elements
Scenario 3 includes solar and public amenities and
introduces two new uses - an anaerobic digester (AD)
and greenhouse agriculture. These new uses would be
accommodated by reducing the acreage devoted to solar
arrays.

In terms of tax impact, the Study Team assumed that
the City’s existing solar PILOT program would be used
to calculate taxes, which results in $30,000 in annual
revenue. There would be minimal impact on city services
(e.g. police, fire, public works).

The AD facility would include two 100-foot diameter
storage tanks and two 50-foot diameter storage tanks.
The building footprint is estimated at 250 feet by 250
feet. In total it would require about 4 acres.

It would create the same number of solar jobs as in the
first two scenarios. The AD would create between 2-5
jobs paying $40,000 in average annual salary. The
greenhouse agriculture would create 30-40 jobs paying
$25,000 in average annual salary. Total annual wages
and benefits from solar, AD and greenhouse
agriculture would total $480,000.

A greenhouse approach was used as the most practical
way to provide a desired agricultural use given the
remediation requirements. The greenhouse agriculture
could accommodate 17.6 acres which would include parking
and a small processing facility as well as greenhouses (the
site map shows 5.2 acres under greenhouses). The unused
land is reserved for anticipated flood storage requirements.

Estimated Impacts
Scenario 3 would generate approximately 3 MW
in solar power and 500 kw from the AD in
Option A and approximately 5 MW in solar power and
500 kw from the AD in Option B. Greenhouse production
would depend on the crop(s) grown and method used.

In terms of taxes, the solar facility would result in $15,000
annually (assuming the existing solar PILOT is used). The
AD could generate up to $99,000 in taxes if taxed at the
existing Holyoke tax rate for industrial properties. (Please
refer to the sidebar on page 22.)
A more likely tax scenario for the solar and AD facility is to
apply a PILOT agreement to improve the viability of both
projects. Holyoke already maintains a PILOT policy of
$5,000 per MW for solar.
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A typical PILOT for an AD facility is approximately
$20,000 per MW. If Holyoke adopted that PILOT rate for
AD, the AD facility would generate $10,000 for Holyoke.
The greenhouse agriculture could provide up to $226,000
in taxes per year under a straightforward assessed value
approach depending upon the product (i.e. retail,
wholesale or both), or could negotiate an alternative
PILOT arrangement. Whether this level of tax burden is
practical given the nature of greenhouse businesses
would need to be considered.

Scenario 3
Option A: Solar, Anaerobic Digestion, Agriculture and Public Amenities without Demolition
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Scenario 3
Option B: Solar, Anaerobic Digestion, Agriculture and Public Amenities with Demolition
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Scenario 3
Regulatory Considerations
Zoning

Rare Species

Scenario 3 would face the same issues regarding zoning as in
the second scenario. In addition, the AD facility and
greenhouse present a challenge under current zoning. While
these uses appear to be permissible in the General Industry
District -- the AD facility should qualify as an electric plant, and
the greenhouse should qualify as agriculture -- the FOD
District presents a problem for these two uses. The only
relevant permissible use in the FOD is “manufacturing and
assembly operations.” It is unclear whether either use could
qualify as “manufacturing." If not, a change in the zoning law
would need to be sought to be eligible to apply for a special
permit for these uses.

Scenario 3 would face the same rare species issues as in the
second scenario but to greater degree due to the buildings
required for those uses.

Wetlands
Scenario 3 would face the same issues regarding wetlands
regulation as in the second scenario with the AD and
greenhouse likely having more significant impacts to both the
BLSF and Riverfront areas. For the BLSF, a lot more flood
storage would be lost, so a significantly greater compensatory
storage basin would have to be located. Riverfront area
impacts due to the buildings could be greater and should be
minimized to the greatest extent possible.

Waste
Scenario 3 would face the same waste issues as in the
first scenario. Also, the AD facility is exempt from the
requirement to obtain a Board of Health site assignment,
but it would have to qualify for a MassDEP “permit by
rule” or a Recycling, Composting and Conversion permit,
depending on the size and operations of the facility.

Additional Boat Ramp Permitting
Scenario 3 would face the same issues as the second
scenario.

Air Permitting
As the AD would require turbine(s) to generate
electricity from the gas it would produce, the facility
would require an air pollution permit from MassDEP.
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Scenarios At A Glance
Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Large Solar Installation

Solar Installation and Public Amenities

Solar, Anaerobic Digestion, Agrciulture,
and Public Amenities

Economic Impact
Without Demolition
With Demolition

Power Generation:

Power Generation:

Power Generation:

~ 6 MW solar power
~ 11 MW solar power

~ 6 MW solar power
~ 11 MW solar power

~ 3 MW solar power
~ 5 MW solar power
500kw Anaerobic Digester Greenhouse
Production: Varies widely by crop and
method

1-3 jobs paying $35,000 in average
annual salary
Total Wages & Benefits: $200,000

1-3 jobs paying $35,000 in average
annual salary
Total Wages & Benefits: $200,000

Solar: 1-3 jobs paying $35,000 in
average annual salary
Anaerobic Digester: 2-5 jobs paying
$40,000 in average annual salary
Greenhouse: 30-40 jobs at $25,000 in
average wages
Total Wages & Benefits: $480,000

$30,000 in annual revenue through a
Payment-in-Lieu-of-Taxes (PILOT)
$60,000 with demolition

$30,000 in annual revenue through a PILOT
$60,000 with demolition

Solar: $15,000 in annual revenue through
a PILOT
Digester (Full/PILOT) = $99,000 / $10,000
Tipping Fee: $0 if privately owned
Greenhouse = $226,000

Minimal

Minimal

Minimal

Employment

Municipal Taxes
Assumes commercial / industrial tax rates
Existing city solar PILOT of $5,000/MW
Possible digester PILOT of $20,000/MW

Municipal Impact
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Scenarios At A Glance
Design Principles
These principles were developed through
community input and were used to guide
scenario development.

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Large Solar Installation

Solar Installation and Public Amenities

Solar, Anaerobic Digestion, Agrciulture,
and Public Amenities

+

++

+++

+

+

++

Go “green”

+

+

+++

Connect the community to the river

-

++

++

++

++

++

Make it multi-purpose

Existing farm and solar uses

Generate new tax revenue

Existing farm, solar, and public access

New revenue but signicantly less taxes
than power plant at closure

New revenue but significantly less
taxes than power plant at closure

New green energy production

New green energy production

No public access

Use existing infrastructure

Trail and boat launch

Reuse of existing transmission
infrastructure

Reuse of existing transmission
infrastructure
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Existing farm, solar, anaerobic digester,
greenhouse, and public access

Higher taxes than plant at closure, but less
than plant when running at full operation

New green energy and potential local food
production

Trail and boat launch

Reuse of existing transmission
infrastructure

Case Study Review
To aid the City of Holyoke with understanding
implementation considerations of the development
scenarios, case studies were utilized to help inform what
actions might be taken to move forward on a redevelopment
program. However, unlike typical case study approaches
which look at a precedent development and try to apply
the lessons learned to the proposed area the approach
to the Mt Tom site was to consider the development
constraints, namely the flood plain and natural resource
issues identified earlier and understand how other
reuse proposals addressed these issues. The Appendix
Intro page includes a list of case studies reviewed.

Solar Arrays

Anaerobic Digester

Solar array development in floodplains is possible and
requires utilization of some established best management
practices to appropriately mitigate the potential impact of
a flood event. Best management practices include:

Anaerobic Digesters (AD) can also be placed in
floodplains with appropriate steps taken to mitigate their
impact on flood waters particularly, 100-year events.
Open storage of feedstock or digestate (AD process byproduct) is not recommended in a floodplain.

• Elevation of the lowest edge of all photovoltaic
panels 1 foot above the 100-year water surface
elevation when at full-tilt.
•

The following must be elevated at least 1 foot
above the 100-year water surface elevation:
• electrical service equipment;
• bottom of structural frame of temporary
construction trailers;

It should be noted that there is no perfect analog to
the Mt. Tom site. Our research reaffirms that reuse
approaches and mitigation requirements are dependent
on the characteristics of the site and the nature of the
planned reuse. Therefore, these approaches should
not be interpreted as the appropriate solution to the
mitigation requirements of the Mt. Tom site.

• Fencing to provide for flow-through of 100-year
flood waters.

Floodplain Strategies

• Anchored to prevent flotation, lateral movement or
collapse.

Floodplains create a series of important design and
engineering considerations for any type of development.
Flood storage capacity (the ability of flood waters to be
absorb without increasing the height of the flood water),
water flow, structural and equipment resiliency are among
the issues that need to be considered.

• Column embedment sufficient to provide structural
stability assuming full depth of scour during the 100year event.

• inverter skid platforms; and
• permanent structures.

Our review of precedent cases and other state / local
government regulations indicates that these management
practices for solar arrays have become standard.
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Based on our examination of several proposed AD
facilities in floodplain areas we have several observations
from their mitigation strategies:
• The largest floodplain impacts are temporary and take
place during construction;
• The nature of the biomass can influence some of the
requirements particularly to mitigate risk of water
quality impact;
• Facility design including location of electrical
systems, follows contemporary resiliency standards
(rooftop located electrical systems, elevated
construction above floodplain);
• Providing compensatory flood storage capacity for
any impact is standard but the flood storage
approaches vary; and
• Design strategies such as use of compacted gravel to
minimize impervious surfaces, channels in and around
tanks and structures to move water toward existing
stormwater systems have been used.

Case Study Review
Development Involving Other Types
of Structures Such as Buildings
Our research suggests that there is a decreasing
focus on actions such as flood walls and levies to
mitigate flood hazards and more focus on hardening
and increasing the resiliency of buildings to flood
damage. Building codes and property insurance
require any buildings built in a floodplain to be
elevated either by adding fill to the site or by leaving the
first floor as “non essential” space. Key mechanical and
electrical systems also require use of best management
practices which typically means locating them on
higher floors or on rooftops.

fill to elevate above floodplain
Johnson & Wales
Dormitories,
Harborside Campus (RI)

Any flood storage capacity eliminated due to development
will need to be replaced. Our review suggests that 1:1
replacement is usually required. This can include the
creation of retention ponds that are typically part of a
stormwater management strategy but can be pumped
out to use to help manage a flood event. The UC
Davis Digester (CA) utilized a retention pond as part of its
stormwater/flood management plan.

building on pilings
Johnson & Wales facility,
Harborside Campus (RI)
photos courtesy of Ninigret
Partners

This development approach would not apply to
any redevelopment of the power plant building since it
sits above the floodplain. (See Appendix G for building
test fits on the site.)
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Case Study Review
Natural Resource Strategies

Habitat mitigation

The Mt. Tom site possesses several key natural resource

Habitat mitigation typically involves the replacing or

issues including its riverfront nature and rare species

enhancing of habitat through the elimination of invasive

habitat. The case study research indicates that reuse

species, substitutions with native plants or creation of

strategies and associated mitigation are driven by the

supportive structures like fish ladders or nesting sites

specific characteristics of the site and the proposed

when appropriate.

reuse. However, a few key framework items can be

expansion of habitat. The example on the next page is

discerned from the review. These include:

from the Humboldt Power Plant site in California.

• Stormwater and wastewater management including
for the cleaning of the solar arrays;

Species mitigation

On occasion it can include

• Habitat mitigation;
• Species specific mitigation approaches.

Stormwater / Wastewater
Management

Species mitigation efforts are species dependent.
Without a complete species survey it is difficult at
this time to determine the full extent of any
required mitigation at the Mt. Tom site based on
the provided scenarios.

It does appear likely,

however, that some mitigation may be required to
Stormwater mitigation typically utilizes approaches

fully utilize the site.

such as bioswales and retention ponds to control the
discharge of water into rivers and streams. This green
infrastructure coupled with the low impact design
techniques such as minimizing impervious surfaces are
increasingly common practice.
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Two examples are provided of species mitigation
plans related to the development of two large solar
projects in environmentally sensitive areas (see next
page).
The examples are only provided as illustration as to
the potential extent of mitigation that might be
required based on the specific species and the nature
of the impact.

Case Study Review
Biomitigation and Monitoring Plan Example
HBPP (CA) Final Site Restoration Plan,
April 2015

Table 4. Project Impacts to Wetlands, Proposed Mitigation Ratios, and Proposed Mitigation Locations
Location, habitat type
and duration
Frog Pond Stormwater
Basin USACE and CCC
jurisdictional wetlands
(temporary)

Impact

Anticipated
impact timing

Affected
area (ac)

Proposed
mitigation
ratio

Affected
area times
ration (ac)
0.165

Grade existing
stormwater basin,
creating ISFSI
entrance road

2018

0.165

1:1

Frog Pond Stormwater Grade existing
Basin USACE and CCC stormwater basin,
jurisdictional wetlands creating ISFSI
entrance road
(permanent)

2018

0.130

1.5 : 1

0.195

King Salmon Ave CCC Creation of
jurisdictional wetlands adjacent mitigation
(temporary)
area

2021

0.040

1:1

King Salmon Ave CCC Creation of
jurisdictional wetlands adjacent mitigation
waters(permanent)
area

2021

0.023

1:1

Species Mitigation Plan During Construction
Phase Example
Biological Resources Mitigation,
Implementation & Monitoring Plan – Genesis
Solar Energy Project (CA), 2011

Mitigation
location
Figure 5
Frog Pond

Anticipated
mitigation
timing
2018

Restoration, Creation
or Enhancement Action
Restore impacted areas
and enhance existing
wetlands by removing
invasive species and
replanting with native species

Frog Pond

2018

Create additional wetlands
as part of the enhanced
stormwater basin

0.040

King Salmon
Avenue /MI
T-7

2021

Restore impacted areas
and enhance existing wetlands
by removing invasive species and
connecting to mitigation wetlands

0.023

King Salmon
Avenue /MI
T-7

2021

Restore impacted areas
and enhance existing
by removing invasive species and
connecting to mitigation wetlands

Table 7. Species-specific Measures and Avoidance Requirements
Biological
Resource

Avoidance/Buffer Requirement

Seperate
Management Plan

Desert tortoise or
tortoise burrow

Discretion of the DB or BM. Tortoises will be left to move on their own. If it does not
move within 15 minutes, the DB, an Authorized Biologist, or a BM under the supervision
of an Authorized Biologist may move it out of harm's way.

Desert Tortoise
Translocation Plan
Appendix C;
Section 5. 31

Burrowing Owl

February 1 - August 31: 250-foot radius non-disturbance buffer around occupied
burrows
September 1 - January 31: 160-foot radius non-disturbance buffer around occupied
burrows

Burrowing Owl
Relocation and
Mitigation Plan
Appendix C

Nesting Birds
(loud construction
activities)

February 1 - April 15: No loud construction activities (e.g. unsilenced high pressure
steam blowing and pile driving, or other) when it would result in noise levels over
65 decibels. A scale (dBa) in nesting habitat (excludes noise from passing vehicles).
If nesting birds are present, buffer dsitances vary (determined based on the specific alert
distrance and flush initiation distance), see Nesting Bird Monitoring and Management Plan.

Nesting Bird
Monitoring and
Management Plan
Appendix C
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Case Study Review
The site requirements of the project can trigger mitigation

These examples are not representative of what might be

impact whether it is temporary from construction or

measures as well. Below is a sample of the mitigation

necessary at the Mt. Tom location. Rather they are

alters existing habitat.

efforts as part of the Humboldt Bay restoration project.

intended to provide a sense of the types of mitigation

Again these are examples from current projects that

activities that may occur. Actual mitigation at Mt. Tom

needed to implement a biomitigation strategy.

will be dependent on the species and the nature of the
Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures Example
Humboldt Bay Decommissioning Program (CA),
2015

Table 5-1
Summary of Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact

CEQA Checklist
Item Regarding
Mitigation

MItigation

Level of Significance
after Mitigation

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES
Evacuation of sediment and
grading could result in inury or
mortality to northen red-legged
frogs.
Removal of trees with cavities
could result in impacts on
Townsend's big-eared bats and
Pallid bats.

IV(a)

IV(a)

To minimize impacts on northern red-legged frogs,
the Premittee shall conduct rescue and relocation
efforts whenever project activities occur in or around
the edges of the Buhne Point Wetland Preserve, Frog
Pond, Duck Pond, and other wetland areas.
Impacts on bats would be mitigated by conducting a
cavity survey on any tree slated for removal. If a
cavity is found, then a bat habitation assessment will
conducted. If bat habitation is confirmed, then
tree retention measures will be implemented.
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Less than
significant

Less than
significant

Appendices
All appendices listed below can be found in the companion document for the Reuse Study.
A: Mt. Tom Site Analysis Technical Memo
http://www.cbuilding.org/sites/default/files/Mt%20TomTechnicalMemoAppendix_FINAL.pdf
B: Mt. Tom Site Book
http://www.cbuilding.org/sites/default/files/HolyokeSiteBook_HardCopy_Mar23FINAL.pdf
C: Definitions & Acronyms
http://www.cbuilding.org/sites/default/files/DefinitionsAcronyms.pdf
D: Railroad Crossing Brief
E: Scenario Public Comments & Responses
F: Meeting Notes
Community Meeting #1
http://www.cbuilding.org/sites/default/files/HolyokeReuseKick-OffMtgSumv1.pdf
Community Meeting #2
http://www.cbuilding.org/sites/default/files/Mt%20%20Tom%20Power%20Plant%20Meeting%202_Summary_final.pdf
Community Meeting #3
http://www.cbuilding.org/sites/default/files/MtTom_Mtg3_summary.pdf
G: Building Test Fits
Reuse Case Study Information List
Humboldt Bay Decommissioning Plan, 2015
Genesis Solar Energy Project, 2011
University California Davis Anaerobic Digester Floodplain Evaluation, 2013
Lewiston Auburn Anaerobic Digester Project, 2009
Agency guidance materials from AZ, CA, MA, VT were also consulted
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